



Secured Credit Transactions in Mexico
The privatization of Mexico's financial services industry and the passage of the
North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) offer tremendous expansion
opportunities for providers of financial services in the United States and Canada.
While providing certain transitional restrictions to the entry by U.S. and Canadian
firms into Mexican commercial trust and banking, mortgage lending, factoring,
and commercial leasing, the NAFTA will permit immediate, unrestricted entry
by U.S. and Canadian companies into commercial warehousing, bonding, and
foreign exchange. This increased access to Mexican financial services markets
raises questions with respect to structuring secured credit transactions in Mexico,
such as the manner of granting and perfecting security interests and the rights
and remedies of secured creditors in general.
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Mexican law recognizes several types of interests analogous to the consensual
liens and security interests recognized and in use in the United States. The law,
however, with respect to nonpossessory security interests in personalty is some-
what less flexible and less developed than in the United States. As a civil law coun-
try, any priority rights given to secured creditors in Mexico are specific legislative
exceptions to the general rule that gives all creditors equal and general rights to
satisfaction of their claims out of the debtor's assets. 2 As such, the legislative provi-
sions creating and defining the rights of secured creditors are strictly construed.
3
As a general rule (1) the favored security interest under Mexican law is the real
estate mortgage, (2) in most commercial transactions a pledgee of personal property
must take possession of the pledged collateral in order to perfect its interest in such
collateral, and (3) the concept of a "floating lien" as in use in the United States is
not recognized under Mexican law. However, certain statutory exceptions to these
general principles address specific types of secured credit transactions.
I. Contracting
The Mexican legal system maintains a dual statutory framework governing
contracts and security interests.4 The Mexican civil law system includes family
law, property law, contract law, and the law of succession; while Mexican com-
mercial law includes corporate law, banking law, negotiable instruments law,
bankruptcy, maritime, and insurance law.' Determining whether the subject mat-
ter of a particular contract is civil or commercial in nature will determine the
particular statutes that govern such contract, the manner of enforcing the contract,
and with respect to the pledge of personal property, will determine the manner
of perfection. Likewise, determining whether a document is a "public" or a
"private" document will determine the manner in which lawsuits to enforce an
underlying contract are tried, and the application of available procedural rules
and remedies.
A. PUBLIC DOCUMENTS
Pursuant to the C6digo de Comercio (the Code of Commerce), "public docu-
ments" are those that either receive the status of a public document as a matter
of law or those commercial contracts entered into before a commercial notary
1. See generally Alejandro M. Garro, Security Interests in Personal Property in Latin America:
A Comparison With Article 9 and a Model for Reform, 9 Hous. J. INT'L L. 157 (1987); MODERN
LEGAL SYSTEMS CYCLOPEDIA Legal System of Mexico § 1.4(E), at 1.30.36 (1988).
2. John Gerber, Secured Credit Devices in Latin America: A Comparison of Argentina, Brazil,
and Mexico, 23 U. MIAMI L. REV. 677, 680 (1969).
3. Id. at 680.
4. Manuel G. Barragan, Highlights of Mexican Law Concerning Contractual and Procedural
Formalities, in 1 DOING BUSINESS IN MEXICO pt. III, § 106[1] (Michael W. Gordon ed., 1992);
Rona R. Mears, Contracting in Mexico, 24 ST. MARY'S L.J. 737, 742 (1993).
5. Mears, supra note 4, at 742.
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public and in accordance with the formalities required by law. 6 According to De
Pina and Castillo Larrafiaga, public documents "are those granted by public
authorities or public officers within the scope of their official capacity, or granted
in proper legal manner by persons vested with public faith within the scope of
their official capacity."'
The Code of Commerce provides that the procedural rules contained in the
Code of Commerce shall be supplemented by the Rules of Civil Procedure of
the state in which a matter is being heard,8 and which documents are actually
considered public documents will depend on the rules contained in the specific
civil codes of each state. The rules contained in the different civil codes are very
similar, although small differences can exist in each code. Following the pattern
of article 327 of the Code of Civil Procedure for the Federal District and article
287 of the Code of Civil Procedure of the State of Nuevo Le6n, the following
is a list of some of the most representative types of public documents:
(1) original deeds granted before a public officer and public deeds (testimonios)
granted pursuant to the terms of applicable law (for example, a certified
original reproduction of a notarial deed);
(2) authentic documents issued by public officers acting in that capacity and
within the scope of their office;
(3) certificates of Civil Status and the Books for the Registry of Acts concerning
Civil Status (for example, certificates of birth, matrimony, and the like);
(4) certificated copies of documents existing in public files;
(5) the legal regulations and bylaws of public associations and corporations;
(6) all judicial proceedings;
(7) the certificates of the stock exchange and those instruments granted by
public notaries.
As discussed in greater detail below, public documents, like other executive
documents, are considered positive proof of the existence or nonexistence of
certain facts or acts referred to thdrein,9 and in some cases also provide the basis
for executive judicial proceedings.'0
B. PRIVATE DOCUMENTS
Private documents are, by exclusion, all documents not considered public
documents.l Unlike public documents, private documents may only be used
6. C6digo de Comercio [Cod.Com.] art. 1237.
7. RAFAEL DE PINA & JOSE CASTILLO LARRA&AGA, INSTITUCIONES DE DERECHO PROCESAL
CIVIL, Mgxico 319 (14th ed. 1981) (reviewed, increased, and updated by Rafael de Pina Vara).
8. C6d.Com. art. 1054.
9. C6digo de Procedimientos Civiles para el Estado de Nuevo Le6n [Code of Civil Procedure of
the State of Nuevo Le6n] [C.P.C. Nuevo Le6n] art. 369; RAFAEL DE PINA & RAFAEL DE PINA VARA,
DICCIONARIO DE DERECHO, Mexico 425 (18th ed. 1992) (updated by Juan Pablo de Pina Garcia).
10. C6d.Com. art. 1391, section II.
11. Id. art. 1238.
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as the foundation of an executive judicial proceeding if acknowledged by the
defendant. 12 Private documents cannot be transformed into public documents
simply by their filing in public records and certification by a public officer.
Such certification as a public instrument only proves the fact of registration
of such document, and does not have probative value with respect to the
contract of which it makes reference in that it was not executed before a notary




A. THE REAL ESTATE MORTGAGE
In Mexico, the rights of individuals in real estate are governed by the Civil
Code, 14 and the most widely used security device in Mexico is the mortgage
on real estate (hipoteca).'5 The Civil Code defines a mortgage as a guaranty
in rem constituted on property that is not delivered to the creditor, and giving
the creditor the right, in case of default, to be paid with the value of such
property, in the degree of preference established by law.' 6 The one significant
difference between the mortgage in the United States and Mexico is that,
under Mexican law, certain items of personalty such as livestock, farm
machinery, crops, and other agricultural items may be covered by the lien
of a real estate mortgage.' 7 While a mortgage may only encumber identifiable
property designated by the mortgagor, the lien of a mortgage extends by
implication to:'8
(1) the natural accessions of the mortgaged property;
(2) the improvements made by the owner in the encumbered property;
(3) the movable objects permanently incorporated with the estate by the owner
that cannot be removed without damage to the property or destruction of
such objects; and
(4) improvements constructed by the owner on the mortgaged land and to
additions to existing improvements."
12. Id. art. 1391, section VII.
13. Volume LIII, Fifth Epoch, pt. 1, at 358 (1936).
14. Alejandro Delgado F., Foreign Investment in Mexican Real Estate, in 3RD ANNUAL Ex-
PANDING ABROAD CONFERENCE: PLANNING FOR NORTH AMERICAN FREE TRADE PAPERS 5 (1992)
(on file with St. Mary's Law Journal).
15. MODERN LEGAL SYSTEMS CYCLOPEDIA, supra note 1, at 1.30.36.
16. C6digo Civil para el Distrito Federal [Civil Code for the Federal District] [C.C.D.F.] art.
2893. While each of the Mexican states has its own Civil Code, most are based upon the Civil Code
for the Federal District. As such, references to the Civil Code will be to the Civil Code for the
Federal District.
17. Id.
18. Id. art. 2895.
19. Id. art. 2896.
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Unless otherwise agreed, a mortgage will not encumber:
(1) industrial fruits of the property mortgaged, provided such fruits were pro-
duced before the creditor demands the payment of its credit; and
(2) rents due and unpaid at the time that demand is made for payment of the
obligation secured by the mortgage.20
The following cannot be mortgaged:
(1) pending fruits and rents apart from the estate that produces them;
(2) movable objects permanently placed in buildings, either for their embellish-
ment or convenience, or for the service of any industry, unless they are
mortgaged together with such buildings;
(3) servitudes, unless they are mortgaged together with the dominant tenement;
(4) the right to receive fruits under the usufruct21 granted by the Civil Code
to ascendants with respect to the property of their descendants;
(5) the use and right of habitation; and
(6) property in litigation, unless a record of the complaint which gave rise to
the suit has been recorded and the mortgagee declares in the mortgage
that it has knowledge of the litigation; but in any case the mortgage remains
subject to a final order with respect to such litigation.22
Mexican law defines personalty or movables as all property not considered
by law as realty, or immovables. 3 Article 750 of the Civil Code enumerates
those items, in addition to what might otherwise be considered personalty, that
are considered realty and thus, may be subject to the mortgage. The following
is a nonexhaustive list of items considered real property that may be encumbered
by a mortgage on real estate: (1) plants and trees and the pending fruits of such
plants and trees; (2) statues, reliefs, paintings, and other objects of ornamentation
intended to be united permanently to the realty; (3) fertilizer and seeds intended
for cultivation on the estate; (4) dovecotes, beehives, fishponds, and other breed-
ing places preserved by the owner with the intent that they form a part of the
realty; (5) electrical apparatus and accessories attached to the soil or buildings
(unless specifically reserved); (6) certain riparian rights as well as aqueducts and
pipelines of any kind that serve to conduct or extract liquids or gases to or
from the property; (7) breeding stock maintained on rural estates; (8) machines,
equipment, instruments, or utensils used in the exploitation of the enterprise
conducted on the estate; and (9) the rolling stock of railroads, telephone and
telegraph lines, and fixed radio-telegraph stations.24
Any transfer or sale of real property valued in excess of 500 pesos, or the
20. Id. art. 2897.
21. "A usufruct which may be created by contract or by operation of law, is a temporary right
in rem to the use of and fruits of the property." MODERN LEGAL SYSTEMS CYCLOPEDIA, supra note
1, at 1.30.36.
22. C.C.D.F. art. 2898.
23. Id. art. 759; Gerber, supra note 2, at 683.
24. C.C.D.F. art. 750.
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mortgage of real property guaranteeing an obligation in excess of 500 pesos,
must be made in writing and formalized before a notary public in order to be
valid.25 A mortgage must be recorded in the public register of property to be
effective against third parties. 26 The lien of a properly recorded real estate mort-
gage takes priority over all other liens with the exception of a lien for unpaid
taxes, past due wages, and liens perfected prior in time." A mortgage may
subsist as long as the principal obligation. 8 When no expiration date is indicated,
however, the mortgage is only effective for ten years. 29 A mortgage term may
be extended one time, and the preference of the mortgage shall, during the period
of the extension, relate back to its origin. 30 During any subsequent extensions,
the mortgage shall have preference only as of the date of registration of the last
extension."
If the mortgaged property becomes insufficient to secure the principal obliga-
tion, the mortgagee may judicially demand the execution of additional security 3 2
The determination of the value of the mortgage property is made by "experts." 
33
If the mortgagor refuses to provide such additional security, or if the mortgagor
is in default, the principal obligation is accelerated and the mortgagee may petition
the court to commence summary foreclosure proceedings, provided that the mort-
gagee does not attack the validity of the agreement.34 In accordance with summary
judicial foreclosure proceedings, the court publishes the foreclosure petition and
records the same in its registry.35 The debtor then has five days in which to make
objections before the court, and upon the expiration of this five-day period or
the dismissal of the debtor's objections, if any, the property is sold at public
auction.3 6 The minimum basis for bidding at such an auction is two-thirds of the
value as determined by an official appraiser.3 7 If there are no bidders, the mort-
gagee may either request a second public auction, reducing the minimum bidding
price by 20 percent or take title to the property, crediting two-thirds of the
25. Law of the Notary art. 54; Delgado, supra note 14, at 17.
26. Id.; see also A. Beardeha-Prieto, Debt Collateralization and Business Insolvency: A Review
of the Mexican Legal System, in THIRD NATIONAL INSTITUTE ON MULTINATIONAL COMMERCIAL
INSOLVENCY, A.B.A. DIVISION FOR PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION 0-3 [hereinafter MULTINATIONAL
COMMERCIAL INSOLVENCY].
27. MODERN LEGAL SYSTEMS CYCLOPEDIA, supra note 1, at 1.30.37.
28. Gerber, supra note 2, at 700.
29. C.C.D.F. art. 2927.
30. Id. art. 2929.
31. Id. art. 2930.
32. Id. art. 2907.
33. Id. art. 2908.
34. MODERN LEGAL SYSTEMS CYCLOPEDIA, supra note 1, at 1.30.37; MULTINATIONAL COMMER-
CIAL INSOLVENCY, supra note 26, at 0-4; Gerber, supra note 2, at 700.
35. MULTINATIONAL COMMERCIAL INSOLVENCY, supra note 26, at 0-4.
36. Id.
37. MODERN LEGAL SYSTEMS CYCLOPEDIA, supra note 1, at 1.30.37; MULTINATIONAL COMMER-
CIAL INSOLVENCY, supra note 26, at 0-4.
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minimum bidding price less 20 percent against the debt. 38 The action to foreclose
must be commenced within ten years after the cause accrues.39
B. CHATTEL MORTGAGE
The predecessor to the current Civil Code limited the mortgage to immovable
property.4° The current version of the Civil Code, however, has no such limitation,
"thus implying that chattels are also susceptible to being mortgaged so long as they
are specifically identifiable."41 As a result, a debate has arisen concerning the exis-
tence of a chattel mortgage under Mexican law.42 One commentator has stated
that it is perhaps "the result of some unfortunate foreign insistence on universal
recognition of chattel mortgages that Mexican legal materials occasionally include
positive declarations that 'movable properties may be mortgaged.' -4' Notwith-
standing the foregoing, technically Mexican law appears to recognize a chattel
mortgage, which is not unlike the civil pledge (discussed below), with the follow-
ing exceptions: (1) as discussed above, the mortgage may not encumber certain
personalty specifically excluded by statute;" and (2) whereas, depending on the
type of transaction involved, a pledge may be governed by either the civil law
or the commercial law, the mortgage, even though securing a commercial obliga-
tion, will always be governed by the Civil Code. 45 As such, the formalities
and controls placed upon the mortgage device, such as special registration and
foreclosure procedures governed by the Civil Code, appear to make the chattel
mortgage less favored in Mexico than the pledge as a security device over person-
alty, and in addition, the mortgage, as opposed to the pledge, generally will not
attach to the proceeds of collateral. 46
C. TRUSTS
The trust is also a popular vehicle used in Mexico not only as a credit device,
but also to allow for (1) de facto ownership or control of property by foreigners,
otherwise prohibited from outright ownership in such property, such as real
property located in the "restricted zone," and (2) controlling interests in the
voting stock of Mexican corporations. Trust laws in Mexico are comparatively
38. MODERN LEGAL SYSTEMS CYCLOPEDIA, supra note 1, at 1.30.37.
39. C.C.D.F. art. 2918.
40. Gerber, supra note 2, at 699.
41. Id.
42. See James E. Ritch, Legal Aspects of Lending to Mexican Borrowers, 7 N.C. J. INT'L L.
& COM. REG. 315, 328 (1982) (chattel mortgage exists in Mexico only with respect to ships and
aircraft); Garro, supra note 1, at 185-86 (chattel mortgage exists, but is impractical).
43. John F. Bass, Jr., Secured Interests in Movable Property in Mexico, 4 TEX. INT'L L.F.
(now TEX. INT'L L.J.), 96, 102 (1968).
44. C.C.D.F. art. 2898.
45. 2 JOAQUIN RODRIGUEZ RODRIGUEZ, CURSO DE DERECHO MERCANTIL 242 (20th ed. 1991).
46. Garro, supra note 1, at 186 n.135; Gerber, supra note 2, at 698.
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modem and generally provide ample protection for the beneficiary, and where
the security involves a substantial amount of property, a trust arrangement may
well be the best solution for the secured creditor. 7 One of the most unusual
aspects of the Mexican law of trusts is the requirement that only legally designated
banking and credit institutions may serve as trustees.48 The Mexican rule against
perpetual trusts permits the shorter of a maximum duration of thirty years or the
lives of any beneficiaries who were alive at the creation of the trust. 49 Trusts
affecting real property must be recorded in the public registry where the property
is situated.50
III. Personal Property
A. THE PLEDGE (PRENDA)
Two types of pledges exist in Mexico: a "traditional" or civil pledge and the
"mercantile" or commercial pledge. 5 ' The Civil Code provides the basic rules
for governing both types of pledges, while the Code of Commerce and General
Law of Instruments and Credit Operations (Ley General de Titulos y Operaciones
de Credito) (LGTOC) provide specific provisions with respect to the commercial
pledge. 2 The rules governing the civil pledge apply equally to the commercial
pledge unless modified by the provisions of the LGTOC, the Code of Commerce,
or other legislation.53
While the mercantile pledge is similar to the civil pledge in many respects, it
is a security device that has been tailored to meet certain legal and practical needs
of the commercial sector. 4 The civil pledge and the commercial pledge differ
significantly in the types of transactions for which each is to be used, the method
of perfection of each, and the method of realization on collateral pledged pursuant
to each. The civil pledge allows for constructive delivery of the pledge res through
recording the pledge, whereas the mercantile pledge, with a number of important
exceptions, requires physical delivery of the pledged property to the creditor.55
47. Bass, supra note 43, at 105. The rights and powers of a trust beneficiary under Mexican
law are (1) those granted to him by the trust instrument, (2) to enforce fulfillment by the trust
institution.
48. JOSEPH WHELESS, COMPENDIUM OF THE LAWS OF MEXICO (2d ed. 1938); Gerber, supra
note 2, at 709; Bass, supra note 43, at 105.
49. WHELESS, supra note 48, arts. 985-992. See generally C.C.D.F. arts. 1472-1482; C6d.Com.
arts. 346-359.
50. WHELESS, supra note 48, art. 989.
51. John F. Munger, Rights and Priorities of Secured Creditors of Personalty in Mexico, 16
AIuz. L. REV. 767, 782 (1974).
52. Garro, supra note 1, at 171.
53. Id.
54. Gerber, supra note 2, at 686-87.
55. Jos6 M. Abscal Z., Concideraciones Acerca de la Poseston de los Bienes Muebles en la
Prenda, 40 BOLETIN MEXICANO E DERECHO COMPARADO 13, 26-29 (1981).
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As such, it is important to determine which of the two types of pledges is appro-
priate for a particular transaction.
1. The Commercial Pledge (La Prenda Mercantil)
If the pledgor is a commercial enterprise or businessman, or if the subject
matter of the pledge is commercial, it will be governed by the LGTOC rather
than by the Civil Code. While the LGTOC sets forth the requirements for a
pledge in "commercial transactions," 5 6 the LGTOC does not otherwise indicate
when a pledge is of the commercial or civil variety.5 7 The Code of Commerce,
however, enumerates those types of contracts and transactions which are consid-
ered "commercial. 5 8 Therefore, any pledge guaranteeing one or more of the
enumerated "acts of commerce," as defined by article 75 of the Code of Com-
merce, would be a commercial pledge, subject to the provisions of the LGTOC.59
All other transactions would be considered civil and subject to the provisions of
the Civil Code. 60
Article 334 of the LGTOC states that in commercial transactions, a pledge is
constituted by:
(1) delivery to the creditor of the goods or negotiable instruments, if the latter
are to bearer;
(2) by endorsement of negotiable instruments in favor of the creditor, in the
case of nominative instruments, and by the same endorsement and the
corresponding notation in the register if the instruments are of the type
referred to in article 24 of the LGTOC;
(3) delivery of the instrument or the document representing the credit to the
creditor, in the case of non-negotiable instruments, and by recording the
lien in the register of the instrument, or by notification of the debtor,
depending on whether it concerns instruments or credits that require this
inscription;
(4) the deposit of the goods or instruments, if the latter are to bearer, with a
third party designated by the parties, and at the disposal of the creditor;
(5) the deposit of the goods at the disposal of the creditor in places to which
he has possession of the keys, even though such places are owned by or
located within the establishment of the debtor;
6
'
56. Ley General de Tftulos y Operaciones de Crddito [General Law of Negotiable Instruments
and Credit Transactions] [L.G.T.O.C.] art. 334.
57. Munger, supra note 51, at 788.
58. C6d.Com. art. 75.
59. RODRIGUEZ, supra note 45, at 234; Barragan, supra note 4, pt. III, § 106(1); Mears, supra
note 4, at 742.
60. Barrigan, supra note 4, § 106(1); Mears, supra note 4, at 742; Gerber, supra note 2, at
687.
61. In this case, actual delivery of the locale in which the pledged goods are stored is deemed
to take place. See R. CERVANTES AHUMADA, TfTuLos Y OPERACIONES DE CRIDITO 285 (1 1th ed.
1979). This type of arrangement would be similar to the pre-UCC field warehousing arrangement.
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(6) the delivery or endorsement of the instrument representing the goods that
are the object of the contract, or by the issue or endorsement of a pledge
bond relative thereto;
(7) the registration of the contract for the equipment or operating credit (dis-
cussed below) in the manner set forth in article 326 of the LGTOC; and
(8) compliance with the requisites set forth in the General Law of Banking
Institutions, insofar as they concern book credits.62
Constructive delivery is not allowed in commercial pledges.6 ' As such, with the
exception of the type of credits described in article 326 of the LGTOC (discussed
below), the pledgee of collateral subject to a commercial pledge should expect
to take physical possession of the collateral .6' Additionally, whenever applicable
law or an instrument itself requires that an interest in an instrument be recorded
in the register of the party who issues it, the pledge will not be effective against
the issuer or third parties if the instrument is not also endorsed by the debtor (if
to order) and so registered.65 A pledge in fungible goods continues to be effective
even when the original goods are substituted for goods of the same specie.
66
Although constructive delivery of pledged goods is generally not recognized
for the commercial pledge, a number of instances occur when pledged goods
may be placed with a third party,67 or under the joint control of the debtor and
the creditor,68 or left in the possession of a third party as a "depositariojudicial"
with perfection of the pledge accomplished not by possession but by registration
in the mortgage registry in the case of a pledge of real property or in the registry
of commerce in the case of a pledge of personalty.69
2. Warehousing
"The most typical and commonly used commercial pledge involves collateral
in the form of documents of title such as a negotiable bill of lading or a negotiable
warehouse receipt. "7 Secured financing on warehoused collateral is a traditional
form of perfecting a pledge in Mexico through constructive possession of collat-
eral. 7' Articles 229 to 251 and 334 of the LGTOC provide for the pledge of
goods deposited with bonded warehousemen operating in accordance with the
Ley General de Instituciones de Credito (General Law of Banking Institutions)
and the Ley General de Organizaciones y Actividades Auxiliares del Credito (Law
62. Abscal, supra note 55, at 35-36.
63. Garro, supra note 1, at 186, 121.
64. Abscal, supra note 55, at 29.
65. L.G.T.O.C. art. 334(11), (III).
66. Id. art. 335.
67. Id. art. 334(W).
68. Id. art. 334(V).
69. Id. art. 326, 334(VII).
70. Garro, supra note 1, at 226.
71. James D. Pendergast, Cross-Border Lending Transactions, SECURED LENDER, Jan./Feb.
1994, at 24; Garro, supra note 1, at 226.
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of Auxiliary Credit Institutions). Bonded warehouses, like leasing companies,
factoring companies, credit unions, savings and loan companies, and foreign
exchange houses, are regulated and licensed pursuant to the Law of Auxiliary
Credit Institutions.72 Under this system, a bonded warehouseman is required
to issue both a deposit certificate (certificado de dep6sito), which verifies the
ownership of the merchandise or goods deposited with the warehouseman, and
a pledge bond (bono deprenda) as part of the warehouse receipt.73 The depositor/
pledgor may transfer its rights to the goods evidenced by the deposit certificate
by endorsing or pledging the bono de prenda to a creditor.1
4
According to Mexican law, a warehouse may only release warehoused goods
to the holder of both the deposit certificate and the pledge bond.7 5 As such, a
person holding only a deposit certificate, while retaining dominion over the goods
deposited with the warehouseman, may not remove such goods without paying
not only all amounts due the warehouseman for storage, but also the amount
covered by the respective pledge.76 The holder of warehouse receipts will have
rights in pledged goods superior to those of judgment creditors, and without a
court order to the contrary, superior rights in the proceeds of such goods whether
in the form of sale proceeds or insurance proceeds as a result of damage or
destruction.77
It has been suggested that a floating lien could be established on warehoused
inventory through the use of the bono de prenda.78 In actual practice, however,
the bono de prenda appears to have had little practical application in establishing
a floating lien, in that banks, the creditors generally involved in warehouse financ-
ing, also own or operate the warehouses where pledge goods are stored and as
such, require the delivery of both the bono de prenda and the deposit certificate,
thus rendering the function of the bono de prenda null.79
Outside of the Law of Auxiliary Credit Institutions and the regulations promul-
gated thereunder governing the operation of federally licensed warehouses, the
72. Ley General de Organizaciones y Actividades Auxiliares del Cr6dito art. 5 [Law of Auxiliary
Credit Institutions] [L.G.O.A.A.C.], D.O. (January 14, 1985, as amended).
73. L.G.T.O.C. art. 229; CERVANTES, supra note 61, at 158-62; O'Malley & Olea, A Comparison
of U.S. and Mexican Warehouse Receipt Law and Practice, in 1 TOWARD SEAMLESS BORDERS;
MAKING FREE TRADE WORK IN THE AMERICAS 484, 503 (Boris Kozolchyk ed., 1993) [hereinafter
Mexican Warehouse Receipt Law]. Each negotiable warehouse receipt must be issued with the bono
de prenda attached. L.G.T.O.C. art. 230.
74. L.G.T.O.C. art. 230; Garro, supra note 1, at 226.
75. L.G.T.O.C. art. 239-40; Mexican Warehouse Receipt Law, supra note 73, at 506.
76. L.G.T.O.C. art. 240.
77. Mexican Warehouse Receipt Law, supra note 73, at 506 (citing the decision of Mexico's
Supreme Court in Almacenadora del Noroeste S.A., 100 Seminario, 5' epoca, p. 1188 (1949)).
78. See Garro, supra note 1, at 226.
79. CERVANTES, supra note 61, at 162; Mexican Warehouse Receipt Law, supra note 73, at
501; see also Pendergast, supra note 71, at 26 ("While inventory may be pledged under Mexican
law, as a practical matter it is difficult (although not impossible) to create an enforceable pledge
agreement in inventory under Mexican law. At present time, financing based on inventory security
is unusual in Mexico.")
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Mexican warehousing industry has, in response to the burdens of operating a
federally licensed warehouse, created the confidential warehouse receipt (el certif-
icado confidencial de dep6sito).8 ° The confidential warehouse receipt is used
extensively in the Mexican warehouse industry and is accepted as collateral by
banks even though there is no statutory recognition of this type of warehouse
receipt.8 ' The confidential warehouse receipt consists of a personal note from
the warehouseman, and when issued with a pledge bond, is considered by many
banks as collateral for commercial financing purposes. 82 The use of the confiden-
tial warehouse receipt allows for the financing of warehoused goods without the
requirement of obtaining a federal warehouse license and the compliance with,
among other things, very stringent minimum capital investment requirements.
83
Although not expressly recognized by a statute, the savings involved with the
use of a confidential warehouse receipt over the warehouse receipt issued by a
licensed warehouse appears to significantly outweigh the risks involved. Esti-
mates are that at least half, if not more, of all products stored in warehouses in
Mexico are stored under confidential warehouse receipts.8
3. Equipment and Operating Credits (Crddito Refaccionario y Crddito de
Habilitaci6n o Avfo)
These security interests were provided by special legislation to finance the
operational expenses and economic production of a business. 85 The credito de
habilitaci6n o avio is a credit that must be used for the acquisition of raw materials
or other materials or for the payment of wages, salaries, and other direct expenses
required for the operation of the business.86 The crddito refaccionario must be
used for the purchase or installation of machinery and in the construction or
development of other projects required for the development of the business.87
These credits have the distinct advantage over most commercial pledges in that
they permit the debtor to retain possession of the collateral that secures the credit.
88
This form of credit has an advantage over a mortgage as well, in that it can
encumber the real property on which a wide variety of personal property is
located, and may be foreclosed pursuant to the summary proceedings provided
in the Code of Commerce. 89 The credito refaccionario and the credito de habilita-
ci6n o avio will not benefit every creditor, however, because they are primarily
80. Mexican Warehouse Receipt Law, supra note 73, at 507.
81. Id.
82. Id. at 508.
83. Id.
84. Id. (30% to 35% interest is common for warehouse receipt financing, as opposed to approxi-
mately 15% in the United States).
85. Garro, supra note 1, at 186-87.
86. L.G.T.O.C. art. 321.
87. Garro, supra note 1, at 186-87.
88. L.G.T.O.C. arts. 321-334; Garro, supra note 1, at 186.
89. L.G.T.O.C. art. 324.
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designed to finance operational expenses and the purchase of raw materials and
equipment for manufacture and production. The lien of the credito refaccionario
and credito de habilitaci6n o avlo continue to attach to the borrower's finished
products even though they originally were only secured by the equipment or raw
materials used to produce such products. 90 The creditor extending the cridito
refaccionario or cr~dito de habilitaci6n o avio must insure that the proceeds of
such financing are in fact used for the precise purposes stipulated in the financing
agreement, or risk losing the privilege granted to the creditor under the crdito
refaccionario or credito de habilitaci6n o avio under articles 322 and 324 of the
LGTOC. 9' For this reason, however, the credito refaccionario or crdito de
habilitaci6n o avto, while a "floating lien" in the sense that it attaches to the
products of collateral, may not be used to secure a true revolving or working
line of credit in that the proceeds of the loan secured by such a credit device
must be used for very specific purposes, and not the general business purposes
of the borrower.
Registration of the credito refaccionario or credito de habilitaci6n o avto
agreement "perfects" the security interest, and protects the creditor from claims
of third parties that arise subsequent to the credit. 92 The holder of the security
interest is further protected by the provision allowing the holder at any time to
appoint an intervenor who will ensure compliance with the provisions of the
credit contract, and whose salary and expenses must be paid by the debtor. 93
a. El Crdito de Habilitaci6n o Avto (The Operating Credit)
The crddito de habilitaci6n o avio is available for financing the direct and
immediate production costs of a business that is already in or that is prepared
to commence production. 94 The cridito de habilitaci6n o avlo attaches to the raw
materials and equipment acquired with the proceeds of the credit, as well as to
the fruits and products resulting from such credit, whether future or pending.9"
b. El Cr6dito Refaccionario (The Equipment Credit)
Proceeds of the credito refaccionario may be used for: the acquisition of tools,
instruments, farming implements, fertilizer, cattle or breeding stock; the develop-
ment of farms and the raising of crops, whether seasonal or permanent; the
opening or developing of land for farming; the purchase or installation of machin-
ery and equipment and the construction necessary for the debtor's business.96
The credit agreement may also allow for the use of loan proceeds to pay for
90. L.G.T.O.C. art. 322; Garro, supra note 1, at 196.
91. CERVANTES, supra note 61, at 281; L.G.T.O.C. art. 327; Garro, supra note 1, at 186.
92. L.G.T.O.C. art. 326.
93. Id. art. 327.
94. CERVANTES, supra note 61, at 281.
95. Id.; L.G.T.O.C. art. 322.
96. CERVANTES, supra note 61, at 282; L.G.T.O.C. art. 323.
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operating expenses, acquisition costs of real and personal property and taxes
incurred with respect to the property, provided that such debts were incurred in
the year preceding the date of the credit agreement.97 The crdito refaccionario
may be secured, simultaneously and separately, with real property, improve-
ments, fixtures, machinery and equipment, and in general, all that is acquired
or improved by the use of the proceeds of the cr6dito refaccionario, and the
fruits and products of the enterprise, whether future, pending, or already obtained
by the debtor. 9
c. Similarities and Differences between the Crdito de Habilitaci6n o Avlo
and the Crdito Refaccionario
Both credits have the fundamental purpose of funding and encouraging new
production and development; 99 and both the crddito de habilitaci6n o avfo and
the crdito refaccionario are "generally extended through the opening of a credit
line against which the debtor may draw. ".'0 The security agreement executed
in connection with the crddito de habilitaci6n o avfo and crddito refaccionario
must state the duration and purpose of the loan and the use of the funds, and
provide a precise description of the collateral.o But while the direct application
of the crddito de habilitaci6n o avto is to immediate production, the application
of the credito refaccionario is to prepare an enterprise for production. 0 2 Two
illustrations of the difference are as follows: (1) a manufacturer will require the
credito refaccionario for the acquisition and installation of production equipment,
and the credito de habilitaci6n o avfo for the purchase of raw materials and the
payment of wages once such equipment is in place; and (2) the owner of a farm
or ranch will use the crdito refaccionario for the preparation of land for farming
or ranching (that is, clearing fields, erecting stalls, installing irrigation), and will
take the credito de habilitaci6n o avto to purchase seed and fertilizer. 103
While the primary obligation may be evidenced by promissory notes, the secu-
rity interest is not enforceable against the debtor and third parties until the security
agreement and a notation of the transfer of promissory notes, if any, are filed
for record.'°4 The primary collateral securing the crdito refaccionario is the
fixed assets, equipment, and improvements of the debtor, and secondarily the
fruits of the debtor's business produced by such collateral. 1o The crddito de
habilitaci6n o avio is secured primarily by the production of the debtor's business,
and as between the two, the creditor under the credito de habilitaci6n o avto
97. CERVANTES, supra note 61, at 282; L.G.T.O.C. art. 323.
98. CERVANTES, supra note 61, at 282; L.G.T.O.C. art. 324.
99. CERVANTES, supra note 61, at 282.
100. Garro, supra note 1, at 187.
101. L.G.T.O.C. art. 326; Garro, supra note 1, at 187.
102. CERVANTES, supra note 61, at 282.
103. Id.
104. Garro, supra note 1, at 187.
105. CERVANTES, supra note 61, at 282; Garro, supra note 1, at 187.
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will take preference.' °6 Both will have priority over all other creditors, other
than mortgagees of the same collateral who are prior in time. 10
As with the civil pledge, the holder of a mercantile pledge is treated as a bailee,
and has certain obligations to the debtor with respect to the pledged collateral. 10
8
Once the obligation has matured, or in the event that the value of the pledged
goods has deteriorated to less than 120 percent of the outstanding obligation, the
creditor may petition the court to authorize the sale of the pledged collateral."
A copy of the petition must be forwarded to the debtor, who may oppose the
sale by paying the amount of the debt within three days."0 In the case of a
deterioration in the value of the collateral,"' the debtor may also oppose the sale
by pledging additional collateral or reducing the debt so that the value of existing
collateral equals at least 120 percent of the outstanding obligation secured. I" If
the debtor does not oppose a sale in the foregoing manner, the judge shall order
the sale of the pledged collateral at the price quoted on the stock exchange for
pledged securities, or in the absence of such quotation, at fair market value. "'
The creditor may retain the collateral in satisfaction of the debt if the debtor has
consented to such remedy subsequent to the establishment of the pledge. 114
4. The Civil Pledge
As has been previously mentioned, the LGTOC governs the commercial
pledge. The rules controlling the pledge governed by the Civil Code can be
substantially different from those regulating commercial transactions. "' There
are, however, important reasons for studying the form of pledge governed by
the Civil Code. First, the parties entering into a pledge contract can agree to
make the contract subject to the rules of the Civil Code, and thus specifically
exclude the application of the commercial rules; 116 and second, the rules of the
Federal Civil Code are supplemental to the provisions of the Code of Commerce
to the extent that such rules are congruent with such provisions and do not oppose
the legislative intent of the rules contained in the Code of Commerce.'
106. CERVANTES, supra note 61, at 282; Garro, supra note 1, at 187-88.
107. CERVANTES, supra note 61, at 282; Garro, supra note 1, at 188.
108. L.G.T.O.C. art. 334; Gerber, supra note 2, at 689.
109. L.G.T.O.C. arts. 340-342; Gerber, supra note 2, at 689.
110. L.G.T.O.C. art. 341.
111. Id. art. 340.
112. Id. art. 342.
113. Id. art. 341.
114. Id. art. 344. This agreement is referred to as the pacto comisorio, and while enforceable
with respect to the commercial pledge, it is not available to the parties to a mortgage or civil pledge
unless the agreement is executed after default. See C.C.D.F. arts. 2883, 2887.
115. Specifically, in the manner in which the pledge is perfected and in the manner in which
pledged property may be realized upon, as can be seen by contrasting article 334 of the L.G.T.O.C.
with articles 2859 and 2869 of the C.C.D.F., and articles 341 and 342 of the L.G.T.O.C. with
article 2884 of the C.C.D.F.
116. C6d.Com. art. 78.
117. Id.
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The Mexican Civil Code defines a pledge as a "property right in rem over
movable, alienable goods for the purpose of guarantying the performance of an
obligation and its priorities in payment." 118 The Civil Code requires the presence
of the following elements in order to constitute contract of pledge: (1) the existence
of a prior obligation, (2) delivery of a movable, alienable object to the creditor, "19
and (3) intent that the object shall serve as security against the debtor's perfor-
mance of the principal obligation.2 0 The Civil Code merely requires that the
pledged object be movable and susceptible to alienation, 12' and therefore, "nearly
any kind of movable, alienable property may constitute the pledge res, including
intangible property, tangible goods and obligations to give something or to per-
form certain acts. ' 122 Mexican law defined personalty or movables as all property
not considered by law as realty, or immovables. '23 Article 750 of the Civil Code
enumerates those items, in addition to what would generally be considered fix-
tures, that are considered realty: (1) plants, trees, and pending fruits; (2) statues,
reliefs, paintings, and other objects of ornamentation; (3) fertilizer and seeds
intended for cultivation on an estate; (4) electrical apparatus and accessories
attached to the soil or buildings (unless otherwise decreed); (5) certain riparian
rights, including aqueducts and pipelines of any kind that serve to conduct liquids
or gases to a property or to extract them therefrom; (6) breeding stock located
on rural estates; (7) machines, equipment, instruments, or utensils used in the
exploitation of an enterprise; and (8) the rolling stock of railroads, telephone
and telegraph lines, and fixed radio-telegraph stations. 124 The requirement that
the pledge res be alienable generally excludes professional licenses, support
rights, and certain pension benefits that are considered "highly personal in nature
and nontransferable as a matter of public policy."125 Pursuant to the Civil Code,
the pledge is evidenced by a written pledge agreement 126 and perfected by delivery
of the pledged property to the pledgee, whether by actual or constructive deliv-
ery. 27 Where these two basic requirements of a pledge are satisfied, the creditor
will have sufficient rights to bind the debtor and to seek remedies against him
in the pledged collateral. In the event the debtor defaults on his payments, the
creditor may demand and the judge shall order the sale of the pledged collateral
at public auction. 28 If collateral cannot be sold at public auction, it is given to
118. C.C.D.F. art. 2856; Gerber, supra note 2, at 681-82.
119. C.C.D.F. art. 2858.
120. Gerber, supra note 2, at 682.
121. C.C.D.F. art. 2856; Gerber, supra note 2, at 682.
122. RODRIGUEZ, supra note 45, at 235; Gerber, supra note 2, at 682.
123. C.C.D.F. art. 759; Gerber, supra note 2, at 683.
124. C.C.D.F. art. 750.
125. Gerber, supra note 2, at 683.
126. C.C.D.F. art. 2860.
127. Id. art. 2858.
128. Id. art. 2881.
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the creditor for two-thirds of the legally required minimum bid. 129 The debtor
may agree after default that the creditor may retain the collateral in satisfaction
of all or a portion of the debt 30 or that the pledged item may be sold extrajudi-
cially.' The debtor may redeem the collateral and rescind the transfer of the
collateral to the creditor, or as a result of an extrajudicial sale, if the debtor
satisfies the debt within twenty-four hours following such transfer. 3 2 The indebt-
edness must be reduced by any proceeds earned from the collateral and received
by the creditor while pledged, since these proceeds belong to the debtor.'33 The
pledgee may bring suit against the debtor to collect any deficiency remaining
after the disposition of the collateral.'34
Where the pledged collateral is lost or deteriorates without the creditor's
fault,135 the creditor has the right to demand from the debtor another pledge or
immediate payment of the debt, even though the debt has not matured.136 The
creditor is not required to accept replacement collateral or a security bond, and
may, in its discretion, rescind the contract entirely. 137 Any loss or deterioration
of the collateral caused by the creditor's lack of care will be at the creditor's
expense. 38 Where the creditor fails to exercise care, the debtor may, if the contract
so stipulates, demand that the collateral be deposited with a third-party bailee
or that the creditor "give security to return it in the condition in which he received
it.' ' 3 9 Thus, upon the debtor's demand, the creditor may not merely restore the
collateral but must provide the debtor with assurance that the collateral will be
restored. The creditor may tender cash to the debtor, pledge an object to the
debtor as security, or deposit cash or other collateral with a third party.
5. Rights Against Third-Party Creditors
Where the pledgee takes actual possession of the pledged collateral, registration
of the transaction is not necessary in order to perfect the pledgee's interest in
such collateral. 4 If the pledged collateral either remains in the possession of
the debtor or is delivered to a third party, however, the pledgee must, to the
129. Id. art. 2882.
130. Id. art. 2883. This provision should be distinguished from the pacto comisorio, see discussion
supra note 114, since the creditor must pay for the collateral to keep it and since the price determination
occurs only after default.
131. Id. art. 2884.
132. Id. art. 2885.
133. Id. art. 2880.
134. Id. art. 2886.
135. The creditor is required "[t]o preserve the pledged article as if it were his own." Id. art.
2876(1). If the creditor meets this standard of care, he will not be liable for loss or damage to the
collateral. Id. arts. 2877-2878.
136. Id. art. 2873(IV).
137. Id. art. 2875.
138. Id. art. 2876(t).
139. Id. art. 2877.
140. Id. art. 2859.
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extent allowed by applicable statutory provisions, register the pledge in order
to perfect its interest against third parties. 14' A properly registered pledge provides
the creditor the preference category of the mortgagee, and the creditor therefore
need not participate with the preferred and the general creditors in the insolvency
proceedings but may proceed directly against the collateral to satisfy the debt. 
4 2
Only the government, as a tax lienor, and workers for unpaid wages will have a
higher preference to the proceeds of the creditor's collateral. 43 Among competing
mortgagees and pledgees, preference priorities are determined by the recording
date for mortgages and by the transaction dates for pledges.'" A properly regis-
tered pledge will take priority over a subsequent mortgage in the same collateral.
Where the pledgee has failed to register the transaction when required by law,
it has no effect against third parties. 
4 5
6. Conditional Sale and Title Retention Contracts
The Code of Commerce provides for both conditional sale and title retention
contracts.46 The commercial installment contract automatically includes the right
of recision by either party upon the occurrence of an event of default. "4' The
creditor must register the contract of sale with the public registry in order to
perfect the security interest retained in the conditional sale contract. 14' A seller
desiring to foreclose its lien has the benefit of the executory judicial proceeding
provided by the Code of Commerce. 49 The executory proceeding allows the
debtor three days to present defenses to execution on the attached property,'5
°
which "property may include not only the original collateral but other property
of the buyer. ''1 If the debtor does not contest the attachment, an order must
be issued within one week of attachment and the attached goods may then be
levied upon. 2 In the event that the debtor contests attachment, the debtor is
given an additional fifteen days in which to present its case. 15' The creditor may
purchase the goods at auction for an amount not less than the amount of the last
141. Id. arts. 2859-2860.
142. Id. art. 2981.
143. Id. art. 2980.
144. Id. arts. 2982, 2985(IV).
145. Registration is required where the collateral consists of crops or other anticipated proceeds
from land (id. art. 1857), when the collateral remains in the possession of the debtor (id. art. 2859),
or when the collateral is a credit document (id. art. 2861). In addition, no "pledge shall take effect
against third persons if the date is not proved by a registry, a public instrument, or in some other
authentic manner." Id. art. 2860. Munger, supra note 51, at 786.
146. C6d.Com. art. 371.
147. Id. art. 376; Munger, supra note 51, at 779.
148. C.C.D.F. arts. 2310(11), 2312.
149. C6d.Com. arts. 1391-1414; Garro, supra note 1, at 192; Munger, supra note 51, at 779.
150. C6d.Com. art. 1399; Munger, supra note 51, at 779.
151. Munger, supra note 51, at 779.
152. C6d.Com. arts. 1395, 1404, 1407.
153. Id. art. 1405.
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sale of similar goods at auction. 154 If the seller obtains a judicial order to repossess
the goods, the seller must return all payments received in an amount for deprecia-
tion and the amount of fair rental during the time that the goods were in the
debtor's possession. 155
IV. Accounts Receivables/Assignments (Cesi6n de Crdditos)56
Where the right of a pledgor to the payment of an obligation is evidenced by
a series of drafts or promissory notes signed by such pledgor's customers or
account debtors, the pledge and delivery of that paper to a pledgee is sufficient
for the creation or perfection of a security interest in favor of the pledgee.' 57
Where, however, no draft or note evidences the account debtor's obligations to
the pledgee, the pledgee is faced with the financing of accounts receivable, "a
prospect that presents even more difficulties than nonpossessory security interests
in after-acquired collateral." 5 8 Mexican law does not contemplate the recording
of a pledge covering accounts receivable, and in the absence of an accounts
receivable statute, the assignment of accounts receivable is governed by the provi-
sions of the Civil Code dealing with the assignment of contract rights generally.' 5 9
Under the Civil Code, an assignment is valid as between the parties when a
creditor transfers its rights against a debtor to a third party."6 Any right can be
assigned "unless the assignment is prohibited by law or there is an express
agreement not to make it or the nature of the right does not permit it. ,,16' The
consent of the debtor to an assignment is not required, 162 but in the absence of
notification of the assignment from the assignee, the assignee will not be deemed
to have title to the assigned rights, and the debtor may discharge its obligation
by paying the original creditor.1
63
Assignment of accounts receivable (and other contract rights) and the notifica-
tion of the account debtor is effective against third parties only from the time
when its date is considered certain (fecha cierta).'6 Such date certain is determined
as follows: (1) if its object is a credit that must be recorded, from the date of
its recording in the public property registry; (2) if made in a public instrument
(drawn and executed by a notary), from the date of the execution thereof; and
(3) in the case of a private document, from the day it is filed or recorded in a
154. Id. art. 1412.
155. Garro, supra note 1, at 192.
156. Specifically excluded from this discussion are factoring operations as regulated by the
L.G.O.A.A.C., supra note 72.
157. Garro, supra note 1, at 197.
158. Id.
159. Pendergast, supra note 71, at 26; Garro, supra note 1, at 197.
160. Id.
161. C.C.D.F. art. 2030.
162. Id. art. 2030.
163. Id. art. 2034; Garro, supra note 1, at 197; Bass, supra note 47, at 104.
164. C.C.D.F. art. 2034; Garro, supra note 1, at 197-98; Bass, supra note 47, at 104.
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public registry, from the death of any of those who signed it, or from the date
when it is delivered to a public official by reason of his office.
1 65
While factoring of accounts exists in Mexico for certain entities governed by
the Law of Auxiliary Credit Institutions, the impracticality of daily compliance
with the foregoing requirements has hampered the development of pure accounts
receivable financing in Mexico such as exists in the United States."6
V. The Guaranty
167
One of the simplest credit enhancements available under Mexican law is the
guaranty of a debtor's obligation by a third party. "Given the variety and difficulty
of other security mechanisms, the guaranty is much favored in Mexico, and
guarantors who hold real property are preferred. ' 168 The guaranty takes two
forms in Mexico: The fianza or the aval, and in addition, the fianza may be
given by an individual or legal entity, or by government regulated commercial
guaranty companies.
Thefianza, like the guaranty in use in the United States, is a contract between
the creditor and the guarantor, whereby the guarantor obligates itself to pay the
debts of the principal debtor upon the occurrence of a default in payment or
performance by the principal debtor. 169 Thefianza may guaranty future indebted-
ness. 70 Companies whose bylaws do not allow them to grant guaranties cannot
provide a fianza enforceable by a third-party claimant. 171 It has been suggested
that in Mexico, as a community property jurisdiction, the spouse of any individual
giving a fianza should also be made party to the fianza. 172
The aval differs from thefianza in the following aspects. First, the aval guaran-
tees the payment of a specific obligation evidenced by a negotiable instrument, 1
73
and as such, the guaranty obligation appears on the face of the instrument it
guaranties (much as a surety or accommodation maker under the Uniform Com-
mercial Code). 174 Thefianza, on the other hand, as noted above, is a consensual
contract between the guarantor and the creditor evidenced by a separate docu-
ment. 17 Second, the aval, unlike the fianza, cannot, by its nature, function as
a continuing guarantee against future obligations of the principal debtor.176 The
165. C.C.D.F. art. 2034; Garro, supra note 1, at 197-98; Bass, supra note 47, at 104.
166. Garro, supra note 1, at 197-98; Bass, supra note 47, at 104.
167. Specifically excluded from this discussion are fianzas mercantiles as regulated by the Ley
Federal de Instituciones de Fianzas.
168. Barragan, supra note 4, § 37.02.
169. C.C.D.F. arts. 2794, 2800; Barragan, supra note 4, § 37.02.
170. C.C.D.F. arts. 2794, 2800; Barragan, supra note 4, § 37.02.
171. C.C.D.F. arts. 2794, 2800; Barragan, supra note 4, § 37.02.
172. Barragan, supra note 4, § 37.02.
173. L.G.T.O.C. art. 76.
174. Id. art. 111; RODRIGUEZ, supra note 45, at 321-22.
175. RODRIGUEZ, supra note 45, at 244.
176. Id. at 321; Barragan, supra note 4, § 37.02.
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avalista may guaranty all or a fraction of the debt evidenced by the instrument,
but unless a lesser amount is expressly stated, the avalista is deemed to guarantee
the entire amount of the instrument.'77 Where more than one party endorses an
instrument in the capacity of an avalista, the relationship between the various
avalistas and the obligations of each will depend on the obligation that each
assumes. 78 Two or more avalistas may agree to pay only a portion of the obliga-
tion, or alternatively, they may sign as "co-avalistas," in which case they will
be jointly and severally liable for the entire obligation, with rights of contribution
against each other. 179
In addition, the aval does not follow the principal debtor's obligation as the
fianza does. The avalista stands independently liable for the guaranteed obliga-
tion,'80 and such liability continues even if the principal debtor's liability is extin-
guished as the result of some defect. 8' The aval not only grants the creditor
substantive rights against the avalista, but provides for enforcement of the credi-
tor's claim through special summary proceedings provided by the Code of Com-
merce 8 2 including prejudgment attachment of the avalista's assets. 183
Suit on afianza is more restricted. It is subject to a series of defenses granted
to the flanzista under the Civil Code such as all defenses of the debtor (other
than personal defenses),' prior demand,' 5 and attempt to collect against the
property of the principal debtor, 8 6 and a right to join any other guarantors for
contribution. 187
VI. Creditors Rights Following Bankruptcy
A. COMMERCIAL BANKRUPTCY LAW IN MEXICO
Bankruptcies of legal and natural persons engaged in business are governed
by the Federal Law of Bankruptcy and Suspension of Payments (Ley de Quiebras
y Suspensi6n de Pagos) (LQSP).' 88
According to the LQSP, bankruptcies are classified as either (1) fortuitous
bankruptcies; (2) culpable bankruptcies; or (3) fraudulent bankruptcies. 89 Arti-
cles 92 to 114 of the LQSP defined these three types of bankruptcies. A bankruptcy
177. RODRIGUEZ, supra note 45, at 323.
178. Id. at 324.
179. Id.
180. L.G.T.O.C. arts. 114, 154.
181. Id. art. 114.
182. C6d.Com. arts. 1391-1414.
183. Id. arts. 1392-1396.
184. C.C.D.F. art. 2012.
185. Id. art. 2814.
186. Id. arts. 2814-2822.
187. Id. art. 2827.
188. Ley de Quiebras y Suspension de Pagos [Law of Bankruptcy and Suspension of Payments]
[L.Q.S.P.]; MULTINATIONAL COMMERCIAL INSOLVENCY, supra note 26, at 0-2.
189. L.Q.S.P. art. 91; MULTINATIONAL COMMERCIAL INSOLVENCY, supra note 26, at 0-17.
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is considered fortuitous when, although the company was properly managed, the
company was the victim of unforeseen circumstances that reduced its capital
to the point that it could no longer meet its financial obligations.'9 Culpable
bankruptcies are declared as a result of acts inconsistent with prudent business
practices.' 9' A bankruptcy will be presumed prima facie fraudulent if the company
deceitfully disposes of all or part of its goods before or after the declaration in
bankruptcy, commits acts during the pendency of the bankruptcy to increase its
liabilities and decrease its assets, fails to keep those books and records required
by law or allows their condition to become such that it is impossible to determine
the entity's financial position, or favors a creditor who does not have a legal
right to preferential treatment.'92 A person who causes a fraudulent bankruptcy
will be subject to a maximum ten-year prison sentence and a maximum fine of
10 percent of his assets.'93 The directors, managers, and trustees of a corporation
responsible for the fraudulent acts may be subject to these sanctions if the bankrupt
is a corporation.94 If a creditor of the bankrupt conspires with the bankrupt, the
creditor will also be subject to criminal sanctions.'95
Creditors are divided into five groups, each receiving its full share before the
next group enters into the distribution. In their preferential order, the five groups
are: (1) singularly privileged creditors, (2) secured creditors, (3) creditors with
a special privilege, (4) general creditors from mercantile operations, and (5)
common creditors in transactions governed by the civil law.196 All the creditors
within a category, except for the secured, share pro rata.
B. SUSPENSION OF PAYMENTS
All merchants, before declaring bankruptcy, may request that they be declared
in suspension of payments and that a meeting of the creditors be called.197 Under
the jurisdiction of the bankruptcy judge, the creditors will be convened in order
to seek an agreement for the prevention of bankruptcy. Only the preferred or
secured creditors are not required to participate in the agreement, and the
agreement must be accepted by a majority of creditors who are present and whose
claims represent three-fifths of the total unpreferred and unsecured liabilities.
When approved by the judge, the composition becomes binding on the bankrupt
190. L.Q.S.P. art. 92; MULTINATIONAL COMMERCIAL INSOLVENCY, supra note 26, at 0-17.
191. L.Q.S.P. art. 93 (art. 95 provides for one to four years' imprisonment for culpable bankrupt-
cies, and the article implies that this penalty is mandatory rather than discretionary); MULTINATIONAL
COMMERCIAL INSOLVENCY, supra note 26, at 0-17.
192. L.Q.S.P. arts. 96-98; MULTINATIONAL COMMERCIAL INSOLVENCY, supra note 26, at 0-17.
193. L.Q.S.P. art. 99.
194. L.Q.S.P. art. 101; Richard N. Hansen & John H. Young, Bankruptcy in Mexico, 4 TEX.
INT'L L.F. (now TEX. INT'L L.J.) 140, 144 (1968).
195. L.Q.S.P. art. 110; Hansen & Young, supra note 194, at 144.
196. L.Q.S.P. art. 261; Munger, supra note 51, at 391-92.
197. L.Q.S.P. art. 394.
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and on all creditors whose claims antedate the declaration of bankruptcy. The
agreement usually provides that the creditors will not receive the total amount
of the obligation owed and, unless expressly stipulated to the contrary, the unpaid
portion of the debt is extinguished by the composition. During the composition
procedure the debtor is required to maintain its property and continue its custom-
ary operations under the supervision of an appointed trustee.
C. THE ADMINISTRATION OF BANKRUPTCY
The petition for bankruptcy can be made voluntarily by a debtor or involuntarily
by creditors. Declaration of bankruptcy is made by federal judges or by judges
of civil courts of first instance where the debtor's principal place of business is
located.
In administering the bankrupt's estate, the judge has the general power to do
those things necessary to direct and supervise the procedure of the bankruptcy
and its operations. Upon the issuance of the declaration of bankruptcy, the judge
will appoint a referee and an intervenor. An order will issue to insure possession
of the bankrupt's property by the referee, and the post office and telegraph office
will be directed to deliver to the referee all correspondence of the bankrupt.
Creditors must be notified by certified mail. 198 The law also provides for citation
to creditors directing them to present their claims within forty-five days from
the date of the last publication of the declaration.199 Meetings of creditors are
called in order to classify the claims of the various creditors.
Creditors of the bankrupt fall into six categories: 200 (1) the singularly privileged
creditors whose claims are for the funeral expenses of the bankrupt (if the declara-
tion of bankruptcy took place after death), for expenses of the last illness, and
for salaries of employees whose services the bankrupt used in the year preceding
bankruptcy; 20' (2) mortgage and pledge creditors;202 (3) the federal treasury for
unpaid federal taxes; 20 3 (4) creditors with special privilege; 2(' (5) the general
unsecured commercial creditors; 20 5 and (6) the general unsecured civil credi-
tors.2 06 Payment of administrative expenses takes priority over all creditors except
the singularly privileged creditors.20 7
The order of payment is determined by the category of each creditor and the
creditor's priority within that category based on the date of perfection of the
198. Id. arts. 16, 17.
199. Id. art. 15.
200. MULTINATIONAL COMMERCIAL INSOLVENCY, supra note 26, at 0-14.
201. L.Q.S.P. art. 262; MULTINATIONAL COMMERCIAL INSOLVENCY, supra note 26, at 0-14.
202. L.Q.S.P. art. 263; MULTINATIONAL COMMERCIAL INSOLVENCY, supra note 26, at 0-14.
203. MULTINATIONAL COMMERCIAL INSOLVENCY, supra note 26, at 0-14.
204. L.Q.S.P. arts. 264-265.
205. Id. art. 266.
206. Id. art. 276.
207. Id. arts. 270-271.
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security interest as provided by law. 20 8 Commentators disagree as to whether
pledge creditors are ranked in the second class along with mortgagees or in the
fourth class along with the special privilege creditors. A review of recent materials
written by Mexican practitioners and academicians, however, places the pledge
creditor in the same category as the mortgagee, with creditors occupying the
special privilege category similar to the statutory lien creditors recognized in the
United States (that is, building contractors, installment sale vendors with statutory
rights of recision, and other creditors given special status by the Code of Com-
merce) .209
VII. Problems Frequently Encountered by Secured Creditors in Mexico
A primary question in the mind of a foreign lender in Mexico is whether the
Civil Code or the Code of Commerce applies. The simplest and safest answer
is that one must be aware of the requirements of both branches of the law because,
as previously mentioned, the rules of the Civil Code supplement the substantive
provisions of commercial legislation.210 Since many creditors prefer to use the
judicial procedures developed under the Code of Commerce, transactions should
be designed to operate under the commercial law if possible.
When an instrument executed in a foreign country is brought into a Mexican
court, the Code of Commerce provides that the law of the foreign country will
apply. 211 Nevertheless, an instrument specifying payment in a foreign currency
may be satisfied by payment in Mexican pesos at the rate of exchange in effect
on the date the loan was made unless (1) the borrower has expressly obligated
itself to repay the loan in a foreign currency, (2) the loan was originally made
in such foreign currency and outside of Mexico, and (3) loan proceeds are ad-
vanced to the borrower via the Banco de Mexico or other Mexican credit institu-
tion.21 2
In addition to the previously discussed legal requirements, the foreign creditor
in Mexico should exercise caution with respect to the following: the somewhat gray
distinction between the civil and criminal law and the use of charges of fraud and
prejudgment incarceration as a negotiating tool; 2 13 statutes of limitation;214 the stat-
ute of frauds;215 the requirement that books be kept in Spanish;216 the priority of
208. MULTINATIONAL COMMERCIAL INSOLVENCY, supra note 26, at 0-14.
209. See, e.g., RODRIGUEZ, supra note 45, at 391-92; MULTINATIONAL COMMERCIAL INSOL-
VENCY, supra note 26, at 0-14.
210. MULTINATIONAL COMMERCIAL INSOLVENCY, supra note 26, at 0-14.
211. C6d.Com. arts. 252-258.
212. Ley Monetaria [Monetary Law] art. 8; C6d.Com. arts. 635-639.
213. See, e.g., Dianne Solis, Commercial Risks, In Mexico, a Dispute Over a Business Deal May
Land You in Jail, WALL ST. J., Sept. 27, 1993, at 1, col. 1.
214. C6d.Com. arts. 1038-1048; see also id. arts. 243, 250.
215. Id. art. 81.
216. Id. arts. 33-46.
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competing creditors;2 1 1 the scope of vicarious liability through agency;2 5'8 and that,
in addition to the codes, some business activities, such as credit institutions, operate
under special legislation.219
Finally, with respect to transactions involving periodic payments, if only a
single bill of exchange is drawn, the entire debt is legally payable at sight regard-
less of the intent of the parties and even though the bill of exchange clearly
specifies successive maturities.22
VIII. Remedies Available to the Secured Creditor
The Mexican Constitution states that no persons may make justice on their
own or resort to violence in the enforcement of their rights. The Constitution
adds that every person has the right to the expeditious administration of justice
by courts of law, rendering justice in such places and under such terms as estab-
lished by law, and issuing their resolutions in a prompt, complete, and impartial
manner. 22' Thus, in the context of this article, all claims of secured creditors
must be heard and authorized by a court of law. As a result, Mexico has no
procedures for self-help repossession or nonjudicial foreclosure.
Court proceedings in Mexico are either ordinary or summary in nature.222
Transactions allowing for summary proceedings are preferred for at least two
reasons. First, a judgment from summary proceedings can be obtained within a
relatively short period of time. A collection action, for example, may be reason-
ably expected to be concluded within one year, while ordinary proceedings for
collection "may be reasonably expected to take two years, even if few, if any,
defenses are available to the defendant.' 223 Second, while prejudgment attach-
ment of a defendant's assets to assure execution is a common strategy, in ordinary
proceedings the evidentiary burden placed upon the plaintiff in order to obtain
prejudgment attachment is generally higher than that required for summary pro-
ceedings.224
Whether summary proceedings are available in a specific transaction will de-
pend initially on the underlying documentation evidencing the obligation. 225 Gen-
erally, promissory notes and drafts, public deeds before notaries, and documents
217. Id. arts. 2964-2998.
218. Id. arts. 273-331.
219. Id. art. 640.
220. Id. art. 79.
221. CONSTITuci6N POLITICA DE LOS ESTADOS UNIDOS MEXICANOS [CONSTITUTION] [CONST.]
art. 16.
222. Sergio A. Leiseca & Thomas W. Studwell, Latin American Accounts Receivable: To Sue
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acknowledged as legitimate by the parties before a notary public or court may
be submitted for enforcement through summary proceedings.226 As a result, satis-
faction of claims with respect to most secured transactions can be claimed by
means of a commercial executive proceeding (judicio ejecutivo mercantil) as
regulated by articles 1391 to 1414 of the Code of Commerce. The procedural
provisions of the Code of Commerce are supplemented by the rules of the Code
of Civil Procedure of the state where the litigation occurs.227 While the Codes
of Civil Procedure of every state are supplemental to the Code of Commerce,
they are so only to the extent that the Code of Commerce has no specific provision
on point and that such rules do not conflict with expressed legislative intent to
suppress certain procedural or evidentiary rules.228
The commercial executive proceeding, in the context of the secured transactions
referred to in this article, can be described as follows:
(1) To begin an executive proceeding (judicio ejecutivo) the plaintiffs original
petition must be supported by an executive document (titulo ejecutivo).229
The Supreme Court in several judicial precedents (some of which are
mandatory precedents), has held that those documents that statutorily qual-
ify as executive documents constitute premade evidence of the cause of
action. 230 As such, executive documents presented in support of a plaintiff's
cause of action are positive evidence by themselves, and the defendant
has the burden of proving any such evidence to be defective. The foregoing
is in strict application of the principle stated in article 1194 of the Code
of Commerce providing that in the same manner that the plaintiff is bound
to prove the facts upon which it bases its cause of action, the defendant
is bound to prove the facts on which it bases its defense.23
(2) The Code of Commerce qualifies as executive documents the following 232
(a) those final judgments that are considered res judicata; (b) final arbitral
awards; (c) public documents; (d) judicial confession of the debtor with respect
to all causes of action in the plaintiffs original petition; (e) negotiable instru-
ments such as bills of exchange, receipts, and promissory notes; (f) insurance
policies; (g) the decision of experts appointed by insurance companies to
conduct appraisals; (h) invoices, revolving accounts, and any other commer-
cial contracts signed and judicially acknowledged by the defendant.
226. Id.
227. C6d.Com. art. 1054.
228. Volume XXV, Fifth Epoch, pt. 1, at 67 (1929); Volume XXV, Fifth Epoch, pt. 1, at 795
(1929); Volume XXV, Fifth Epoch, pt. 1, at 2328 (1929); Volume XXVI, Fifth Epoch, pt. 2, at
1811 (1929) (this is a mandatory precedent).
229. C6d.Com. art. 1391.
230. Volume XXXII, Fifth Epoch, pt. 1, at 1150 (1931); Volume XXXIX, Fifth Epoch, pt. 1,
at 922 (1933); Volume XL, Fifth Epoch, pt. 3, at 2484 (1934); Volume XLI, Fifth Epoch, pt. 2,
at 1321 (1934); Volume XLI, Fifth Epoch, pt. 2, at 1669 (1934) (this is a mandatory precedent).
231. Volume 69, Seventh Epoch, pt. 4, at A.D. 623/74.
232. C6d.Com. art. 1391.
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(3) Once the plaintiff has filed a petition supported by an executive document,
the court must issue a formal order ordering the seizure of enough of the
debtor's property to ensure that the debt owed the plaintiff and the plaintiff's
legal expenses will be paid. The plaintiff is required to appoint a depository
for such property.233
(4) The preferable order to seize such property is as follows: 234 (a) merchan-
dise; (b) credits that may be easily and promptly collected; (c) other mov-
ables owned by the debtor; (d) real estate; (e) shares of stock and other
rights of the defendant.
Once property has been seized, the court shall notify the debtor that it must either
answer the plaintiff s petition with appropriate legal defense within five days, or
produce payment of all amounts required to satisfy the lawsuit.235 If the defendant
does not either pay the debt or answer the petition within such five-day period, at
the request of the plaintiff, the court shall issue a judgment ordering the sale of
seized property and the payment of the debt with the proceeds of such sale. 236 If
the debtor answers the plaintiff's petition, the debtor must, along with its answer,
file all documents supporting its defense, and if offering evidence challenging an
executive document, the court shall open a period often to fifteen days to introduce
such evidence.237 Once the period to introduce evidence has elapsed, the court shall
publish all evidence2 3 and call the parties to an oral hearing to hear the arguments
of both parties.239 If the judgment is favorable to the plaintiff, the court shall order
the sale of the seized property after such property has been appraised by experts.2
The sale of seized property shall be made in public auction to the highest bidder.241
If the property is not sold, the plaintiff can request that the property be assigned to
the plaintiff at the minimum bid price established for the last auction. 2 In the event
that the court finds that the plaintiff is not entitled to an executive proceeding, the
rights of the plaintiff are, nonetheless, maintained to be exercised in accordance
with proper, nonexecutive, proceedings.243
IX. Conclusion
While the NAFTA opens the Mexican financial services industry to U.S. and
Canadian firms, entry into this sector of the Mexican economy will present such
233. Id. art. 1392.
234. Id. art. 1395.
235. Id. art. 1396.
236. Id. art. 1404.
237. Id. art. 1400.
238. Id. art. 1406.
239. Id. art. 1400.
240. Id. art. 1410.
241. Id. art. 1411.
242. Id. art. 1412.
243. Id. art. 1409.
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firms with many challenges in structuring sophisticated secured credit transactions
similar to those put together in the United States and Canada. Perhaps the vehicle
for structuring such transactions in Mexico, especially after the expiration of
the transition period established by the NAFTA limiting U.S. and Canadian
involvement in the financial services industry, will be Mexico's law regulating
financial groups which permits affiliated credit institutions to interact and operate
together under the umbrella of a single financial group holding company. 2" Such
a financial group holding company could include as its subsidiaries commercial
banks, warehouses, factoring companies, leasing companies, and foreign ex-
change houses that would be allowed to operate from shared locations and under
the same or similar names. Operating within the existing framework of Mexican
law of secured transactions, such affiliated financial groups could participate in
more sophisticated credit transactions, offering previously unrelated services to
its clients under a single name and from a single location, resulting in greater
access to credit and coordinating and streamlining the securitization devices now
available to the secured lender under current Mexican law.
244. Ley para Regular las Agrupaciones Financieras [Law to Regulate Financial Groups], D.O.
(July 18, 1990, as amended).
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